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Purpose: The method of diagnosing diabetic retinopathy (DR) through artificial
intelligence (AI)-based systems has been commercially available since 2018. This
introduces new ethical challenges with regard to obtaining informed consent from
patients. The purpose of this work is to develop a checklist of items to be disclosed
when diagnosing DR with AI systems in a primary care setting.
Methods: Two systematic literature searches were conducted in PubMed and Web of
Science databases: a narrow search focusing on DR and a broad search on general
issues of AI-based diagnosis. An ethics content analysis was conducted inductively to
extract two features of included publications: (1) novel information content for AI-aided
diagnosis and (2) the ethical justification for its disclosure.
Results: The narrow search yielded n = 537 records of which n = 4 met the inclusion
criteria. The information process was scarcely addressed for primary care setting. The
broad search yielded n = 60 records of which n = 11 were included. In total, eight novel
elements were identified to be included in the information process for ethical reasons, all
of which stem from the technical specifics of medical AI.
Conclusions: Implications for the general practitioner are two-fold: First, doctors need
to be better informed about the ethical implications of novel technologies and must
understand them to properly inform patients. Second, patient’s overconfidence or fears
can be countered by communicating the risks, limitations, and potential benefits of
diagnostic AI systems. If patients accept and are aware of the limitations of AI-aided
diagnosis, they increase their chances of being diagnosed and treated in time.
Keywords: informed consent, information process, machine learning, diabetic retinopathy, ethics

INTRODUCTION
The timely referral of patients with diabetic retinopathy (DR) to ophthalmic examination is crucial
to avoid visual impairment and blindness (1). Artificial intelligence (AI)-aided diagnosis has been
developed to speed up access to an ophthalmology specialist and to reduce healthcare costs (1).
Although the idea of automated DR screening stems from the late 1990s, the major advances in
computing power in the early 2010s made it possible to handle the heavy load of retinal images
(2, 3). The diagnosis of DR through AI systems is commercially available for primary care settings
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analysis was conducted inductively to extract two features of
included publications: (1) novel information content for AIaided diagnosis and (2) the ethical justification for its disclosure
within the information process. The results from this second
search allowed to formulate specific novel content that should be
included into the information process for AI-aided DR diagnosis.
The criterion for novelty was that a content followed from
applying AI and not merely from the diagnostic procedure. We
related these results to the five aspects of informed consent:
(1) information disclosure to safeguard autonomous decisions,
(2) the patient’s capacity to understand the information, (3)
voluntariness of the decision, (4) the competence to make
decisions, and (5) the decision itself (15). We will focus on
the aspects of informed consent to which our findings relate
(aspects 1–3).
Literature was searched in PubMed and Web of Knowledge
(Web of Science Core Collection) databases on January 14,
2021. Search string 1 was {[(consent) OR (information)] AND
[(artificial intelligence) OR (ai) OR (machine learning) OR (deep
learning) OR (algorithm)] AND (diabetic retinopathy)}. This
first search yielded 537 records. After removing duplicates, titles,
and abstracts of n = 401 records were screened. Publications
were excluded that do not address ophthalmological diagnosis.
Full text was assessed of n = 53 publications and screened for
“consent,” “inform∗ ,” and “patient.” Only n = 4 articles addressed
in which setting and how consent was obtained for AI-aided DR
diagnosis. No publication specified the content of information
disclosure for informed consent.
Due to the lack of specific content on information disclosure
for AI-aided diagnosing of DR, a broader search was conducted.
Search string 2 was [(Informed Consent) AND (artificial
intelligence)] for PubMed and Web of Knowledge. This search
yielded 60 records. After removing duplicates, titles and abstracts
of n = 43 records were screened. Publications were excluded
that do not address medical AI. Full text was assessed of n
= 24 publications. In this step, publications were excluded,
which addressed decision making in surgery (n = 4); direct-toconsumer psychotherapy apps (n = 1); digital consent in public
health research (n = 2); digital consent more broadly (n = 2);
medical education (n = 1); robots and self-driving cars (n = 1);
consent to mobile neuroimaging (n = 1); and intelligent assistive
technology in elderly care (n = 1). In total, n = 11 articles met
the study’s objective. The inclusion criterion was the mention of
novel content to be included in the information process when AI
is used for diagnosis.

since 2018 (4, 5). The system, called IDx-DR, runs on a retinal
camera (Topcon NW400) and analyzes images of the eye utilizing
an AI algorithm (6). The system’s output is a recommendation
either to refer patients to an eye care professional when it
identifies more than mild DR or to suggest rescreening in
12 months. By this, it is the first device that provides an
autonomous screening decision, receiving market approval by
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) (5). For ethics, a
novel and unique feature of this AI-aided device requires a critical
assessment: the IDx-DR intentionally generates an autonomous
recommendation that actually is a diagnosis without needing
the oversight of a physician, although physicians are normally
responsible for diagnosis.
This situation engenders a certain urgency to clarify the
ethical issues of informed consent because the device is already
commercially available. Hitherto, “what to tell the patient” is
discussed in terms of legal analyses for the US and the EU (7–
9). However, a specific answer to the ethical question “what
information should be included in the information process if AI
is involved in the diagnosis” has not been provided regarding
the new devices for diagnosing DR. The ethical challenges
stem from the opacity of black-box algorithms, potential biases
within the training data, tensions between improving healthcare
and generating profit, and the liability in case of performance
errors (10).
To mitigate these ethical challenges, it has been tentatively
proposed to educate physicians about the construction of AI
systems, their training data and limitations, and to create
ethical guidelines that go beyond legal requirements (11). These
measures are meant to improve the information process and
foster patients’ trust in AI systems. However, it remains unclear
what specific information should be included in the information
process for diagnosing DR with AI systems in a primary care
setting. While commentators question whether the involvement
of diagnostic AI must be disclosed on legal grounds at all (7),
the authors of this article believe that an omission of this fact is
unethical as it may amount to a form of deceit. The aim of the
article is to develop a checklist to ethically safeguard the informed
consent process. We take the IDx-DR system as an example for
other commercially available AI-aided tools for diagnosing DR,
such as EyeArt that received FDA approval in June 2020 (12–14).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The research question is as follows: What new information
should be included in the information process to ethically secure
informed consent when AI is used for DR diagnosis? To answer
this question, we developed a list of contents and their ethical
justification based on a systematic literature search. Two distinct
searches were conducted. The first search aimed specifically
at the question of AI-aided DR diagnosis. Because this initial
search yielded no significant results, a second broader search was
conducted on AI-aided diagnosis in general.
Because the topic is new and unique, we decided to apply
an explorative method of coding and pooling the contents
derived from the literature. Accordingly, an ethics content
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RESULTS
Narrow Search on Artificial
Intelligence-Aided Diabetic Retinopathy
Diagnosis
All publications whose full text was assessed reported research
in AI-aided methods of DR diagnosis. References to the use of
consent forms were not found with database searching. There
was no article that reported specific content of information
for obtaining informed consent in patient care. However, two
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TABLE 1 | Novel information for artificial intelligence (AI)-aided diagnosis and the ethical justification of its inclusion in the information process.
Novel information for AI-aided diagnosis

Ethical justification of its inclusion in the information process

Source

(i) Disclosure of algorithmic decision support
without the oversight of a physician

Transparency toward devices and technology respects the autonomy, values, and
preferences of patients

(7, 9)

(ii) Description of the AI’s input and output data

Because most AI/machine learning (ML) algorithms are black boxes, at least the input
and output data should be described to understand the nature of the procedure

(10, 18, 19)

(iii) Explanation of the AI’s training and how it
generates its output by learning
from examples

Patients have the right to know how the AI algorithm reaches its decisions if it
generates medical decisions without any meaningful intervention from a physician

(10, 18, 19)

(iv) Disclosure of the risk of cyber-attack

Patients should be aware of the new risks that emerge from the technical peculiarities
of AI/ML algorithms due to some degree of predictive uncertainty

(20)

(v) Disclosure of the risk of algorithmic bias

idem

(20)

(vi) Disclosure of the risk of algorithmic
mismatch (false-positive or
false-negative results)

idem

(20)

(vii) The right to a second opinion by a
trained physician

According to the informed consent paradigm, there is not only a negative right to
refuse certain interventions but also a positive right to be provided with alternative
diagnostics or treatments performed by a physician

(8, 19, 21)

(viii) Disclosure of whether and how the
patient’s data will be used beyond
the diagnosis

Data ownership, security, and privacy demands disclosure of what kind of information
is obtained and how and if it will be accessed, linked, and used

(22)

application of an opaque medical AI is required for informed
consent in the USA and the EU (18). A legal obligation to
disclose the utilization of medical AI may not exist according to
the current legal doctrine in the USA (7). However, if patients
specifically asks whether or not medical AI is involved in
diagnosis, physicians may have to disclose its application (7).
In the EU, fully automated decision making without human
involvement is prohibited, and therefore, physicians remain
responsible for medical decisions including diagnosis (General
Data Protection Regulation, GDPR, Article 22) (9, 23). However,
this still allows AI-aided diagnosis.

articles reported research in primary care settings that is ethically
relevant for the assessment of IDx-DR. The devices reported
in both studies were utilized by minimally trained healthcare
workers, not by a physician (16, 17). This is also the case with
IDx-DR. The unique feature of the study by Natarajan et al. is
that they utilized an offline AI software with a smartphone-based
fundus camera (17). IDx-DR needs an internet connection to the
company’s servers and a non-mydriatic fundus camera, which
creates a dependency and is more expensive than offline systems.

Broad Search on Artificial
Intelligence-Aided Diagnosis

DISCUSSION

In total, eight novel contents that should be included in
the information process on ethical grounds are described in
the general literature on AI-aided diagnosis. These contents
are mainly concerned with the technical peculiarities of
machine learning (ML) algorithms. Table 1 charts these contents
accompanied by the given ethical justifications for disclosing
them within the information process. Within the ethical
framework of informed consent, five items belong to the
aspect of information disclosure, two items foster understanding
of the information, and one item secures voluntariness.
The voluntariness can be secured by providing an adequate
alternative to AI-aided testing, i.e., direct referral to ophthalmic
examination, but this would undermine the expected positive
effects of autonomous diagnosis. Understanding can be fostered
by describing the AI’s input and output data as well as explaining
the AI’s training and how it generates its output by learning
from examples. The information to be disclosed contain the three
risks of algorithmic mismatch, algorithmic bias, and cyber-attack.
Furthermore, it should be disclosed whether and how patients’
data are processed.
The most controversial item is the disclosure of algorithmic
decision support without the oversight of a physician. At present,
there is no ethical and legal consensus whether disclosing the
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We discuss the eight identified items within the framework
of informed consent. Figure 1 situates these items within the
information process. Thereby, we provide a checklist to ethically
safeguard internationally acknowledged standards for obtaining
informed consent. We assigned the eight novel items to the first
three aspects leaving aside the competence to make decisions
and the decision itself because the new items do not interfere
with them. Making sure patients understand the information and
respecting their decision are important for all diagnoses, and
they are not unique to AI-aided systems. To indicate the items’
significance and ethical implications within different regulatory
environments, we compare the situation in the USA and EU with
regard to voluntariness and the right to a second opinion. By the
example of these two issues, one can observe distinctly different
ethical implications.

Information Disclosure for Artificial
Intelligence-Aided Diagnosis
The ethical and legal debate about “what to tell the patient”
when medical AI is involved has just begun (7). The legal debate
concentrates on issues of data protection and liability. As we
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propose, in addition to the usual items, the information process
should include our eight-item list of novel information. This
list, when complemented with basic patient-tailored descriptions,
assists in informing about the complexity of AI processes from an
ethical perspective.
The risk of algorithmic mismatch (ratio of false-positive to
false-negative results) can be disclosed by showing how good
an AI system performs, e.g., the IDx-DR has 87.2% sensitivity
and 90.7% specificity (6). Patients should be aware that AI/ML
algorithms have limited accuracy, but this also applies to doctors.
An ethical issue could arise from the dependence on an internet
connection that bounds the user to the offering company and is
more expensive than offline systems due to the acquisition costs
of the fundus camera. This may limit access to healthcare and is,
therefore, a concern for justice.
The risk of algorithmic bias is more difficult to communicate.
It is important to note that the IDx-DR system was trained
on a diverse population of 819 participants and showed robust
diagnostic accuracy regarding sex, race, ethnicity, lens status,
and metabolic control (6). However, it has been observed that
algorithms may include a racial bias due to the fact that their
training datasets are not representative (24). Many developers
of AI algorithms for detecting DR use the images from datasets
like Kaggle, Messidor, or Eyepacs, which are not representative
for human diversity (24). There is the chance of overfitting,
which occurs when the underlying datasets are too homogenous
and, therefore, prone to generalization problems (25). Therefore,
AI systems may not perform well on diverse populations and
increase the risk of misdiagnosis. Patients should be informed
about possible biases in the training dataset and how they
could affect the results of the DR examination. This could
unintentionally end up in the (self-)exclusion of certain patient
populations from access to AI-aided diagnostic systems due to
the peculiarities of the data that has been used to train them.

FIGURE 1 | Items to be disclosed within the information process for obtaining
informed consent when AI is involved in the diagnosis. The eight novel items
are assigned to the aspects of information disclosure, understanding, and
voluntariness, while competence and the decision itself remain untouched.

the description of how such systems work is simplified, by
unraveling how some of the easier-to-understand subprocesses
within the larger system function. Due to technical peculiarities,
there are ethical challenges if the patient insists on an extensive
explanation regarding AI-aided diagnosis. This is because the
patient asks for something the physician cannot answer to
satisfactorily like in the case of an X-ray image. If the patient
asks a radiologist why he has diagnosed a certain condition,
the radiologist can point to an area on an X-ray image and,
e.g., qualify certain pixels as an aberration from normality
or as a space-consuming injury; in case of IDx-DR, the
physician cannot.
Although the “black box” character of ML systems is an
epistemic hurdle for explainability, it is not for diagnosis itself
(2, 27). The more opaque an ML algorithm is, the more accurately
it performs (28). There are attempts to overcome this epistemic
hurdle by pointing to the pictorial contents that contribute
to the algorithm’s decision (29). This enables to interpret the
output of AI-based diagnostic systems and to generate clinically
meaningful results (30), but as long as these techniques are not
readily available, the nature and architecture of ML algorithms
must be sufficiently disclosed whenever the patient is eager to
learn this information.
Insufficient comprehension of patient information conveyed
through standard procedures has been observed (31). Therefore,
innovative methods for improving patient comprehension of
information provided in AI-aided DR diagnosis should be
included. Best results can be achieved with complementing
the information given with audiovisual content, e.g., video
recordings; interactive digital materials, e.g., applications
requiring active patient participation; or through teach–feedback

Improving the Understanding of
Information
In standard circumstances, the duty to comprehensively inform
patients requires physicians also to check whether a patient
understands the nature of the procedure, its risks, and
alternatives (18). As a basis, all this also holds true for AIaided DR diagnosis. However, for informed consent to be
comprehensive and understandable, we need to consider the
following different types of explanations to also build trust
in medical AI: why- and how-explanations. Why-explanations
are explanations for confidence that honor the principle of
transparency. For example, doctors can inform that the FDA has
approved the IDx-DR system as “Software as Medical Device” in
2018 and, therefore, patients should be confident in its safe and
effective use. By referring to a trusted agency, it is assumed that
patients will associate the approved technology with the same
level of trustworthiness.
How-explanations are explanations for trust that honor the
principle of justification. For example, doctors can inform that
IDx-DR is a medical AI system that was trained to detect
disease patterns in images using ML (26). To facilitate trust,
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a physician, whether and how patients’ data are processed as well
as the three risks of algorithmic mismatch, algorithmic bias, and
cyber-attack. Two items foster understanding of the information,
i.e., describing the AI’s input and output data as well as explaining
the AI’s training and how it generates its output by learning from
examples. Voluntariness can be secured by disclosing the right
to a second opinion by a trained physician, i.e., direct referral to
ophthalmic examination, but this would undermine the expected
positive value of the autonomous diagnosis.
Implications for the general practitioner are two-fold: First,
if the physician’s task is to inform the patient about the
involvement of medical AI, then he or she must have the
relevant knowledge and skills to make sure patients understand
the implications of the use of such technology. It has been
demanded to develop tailored training for physicians in the area
of medical AI (18). We agree because the items we identified
to be included in the information process require specialized
knowledge. Specifically, physicians need to know how AI/ML
applications are constructed, which data were used to train them,
and what their limitations are (10).
The second implication for the general practitioner is that
the patient’s fears or overconfidence in AI-aided diagnosis must
be addressed. This can be achieved by describing the risks and
potential benefits of the AI system, e.g., by providing studies
that compare diagnostic accuracy of medical AI compared with
human eye doctors (10). If patients accept and are aware of the
risks and limitations of AI-aided diagnosis, they will save a long
wait for an ophthalmologist appointment.

process. All these methods significantly improve patient
information compared with the standard form of patient
information (32).

Voluntariness and the Right to a Second
Opinion
The great advantage of ML systems is that their algorithms
improve when they are applied because they can continuously
learn from new examples. This learning phase traditionally is
considered to belong to research. Now, research and clinical
application blend into each other. However, research and patient
care have to be separated also in the case a continuously learning
AI can be improved by more data (33). Usually, the FDA only
approves “locked” AI systems that are not continuously learning
and have to be reevaluated if new training data is used. This is
an important information for patients who fear ending up as
research subjects during routine examinations.
While regulators like the FDA in the USA and the
Medical Device Regulation in the EU do address safety and
effectiveness of “Software as Medical Device,” they do not
address informed consent (34, 35). In the EU, Article 22 of
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) states that
data subjects have the right to a second opinion and to
human oversight if fully automated decision making takes
place (23). Therefore, physicians remain responsible for medical
decisions toward patients (9). The right to know how a
medical diagnosis is made is backed by Article 13 of the
GDPR, which states that an individual has the right to
know “meaningful information about the logic involved” in
processes that directly affect them (23). This holds true both
for research and clinical settings. If translational research
takes place, it must meet the ethical and legal requirements
applying to research (cf., among others, the Declaration of
Helsinki) (9).
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